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Non-profit using technology and 
human-centered design to show 
that government can and should 
work well for everyone.



Help people impacted by a criminal record 
pass background checks so they can 
qualify for housing, jobs and educational 
opportunities and improve the well-being 
of all communities.



How do we help states?
We provide a technical perspective on Clean Slate policy 
and implementation to ensure the feasibility & impact of 

automatic record clearance legislation.



Clean Slate Policy
paves path to clear eligible 

convictions at specified 
time, automatically

Courts & Repositories
update records to reflect 

relief granted 

Millions of people
can get the job or housing 

they were previously 
blocked from 

We accomplish our goals by 
working across three pillars

PASSING 
BILLS

IMPLEMENTING
LAWS

INFORMING & 
CONNECTING PEOPLE



Where weʼve done this work



Red & Blue States



Centralized & Decentralized States



Compact Council & NFF States



Open & Closed Record States



Current Research, Legislation & Implementation



Top Five Myths
in

Clean Slate Automation



Automatic record clearance is about
making the computer do 
the petition-based process

MYTH #1 
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You canʼt replicate that process

Computer systems 
canʼt talk to each 
other as easily as 

humans can.

● Multi-person teams within 
different agencies

● Paper letters

● Individual emails

● Conversations

● Phone calls



  Court

  State Police

  Other agencies

  Individual

EXAMPLE: Petition-based clearance process

Receive 
record
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-printed

Receive, 
process, 
review 

app

Apply for 
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Provide 
record

Notify 
other 
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Sequester 
records & 
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Get reliefAppear at 
hearing

Hearing
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Make 
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& update 
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  Court

  State Police

  Other agencies

  Individual

Automatic clearance process

Determine 
who’s 

eligible

Notify 
other 

agencies

Update 
records

Get relief

Update 
records

Notify 
people



What does automatic record clearance entail?

1. Determine which charges are eligible

2. Notify the relevant agencies

3. Update records in the relevant systems



Ideally, design the process to have the 
least number of interactions possible



Automatic record clearance
isnʼt possible because        
we canʼt automate paper
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Focus on the access points to records 
in your system



● Deindexing

● Flagging

● Digital sequestration

Instead of destroying or moving records...



● Monthly bulk orders

● CSV files of eligible charges

Instead of sending agency notifications for each charge...



Automatic record clearance
isnʼt possible because      
my data isnʼt perfect...

MYTH #3 
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What does automatic record clearance entail?

1. Determine which charges are eligible

2. Notify the relevant agencies

3. Update records in the relevant systems



Case Management System
Courts

Criminal History Repository 
State Police

Most comprehensive, centralized 
sources of eligibility data



Automatic record clearance
isnʼt possible because      
my data isnʼt perfect...
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This is a major area of focus for 
Code for America in the 
legislative process
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Work with the data you have.
Be pragmatic. Be creative.
Be willing to compromise.
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Work with the data you have

1. Start with the most comprehensive, centralized set of 
criminal history data you have (CHRI/CMS)

2. Accept the limitations of the data in these systems

3. Design the policy to reflect what’s feasible for automated 
eligibility determination



You may not have...

● Final dispositions on all of your charges…
○ Work with the data you do have.

● Every field required for the petition-based process
○ Are those fields absolutely necessary?
○ Can another data point be used as a proxy?

● Completion of probation or diversion programs
○ Can you extend the time window for eligibility?



Work with the data you have.
Be pragmatic. Be creative.
Be willing to compromise.
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Donʼt get stuck in the mindset of 
replicating the petition-based process

MYTH #1 



Automatic and manual record clearance 
are fundamentally different... 

for reasons that beyond just technology.



For those few individuals who finally decide 
to petition clear their criminal record...

There s̓ a sense of urgency 
a sense of immediacy.



Scale over Immediacy.
Simplicity over Complexity.
Speed over Effort.



Weʼre trying to clear as many records as we can 
within the confines of our existing systems & data



Work with the data you have.



Automatic record clearance
isnʼt possible because        
there are too many systems
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What does automatic record clearance entail?

1. Determine which charges are eligible

2. Notify the relevant agencies

3. Update records in the  relevant  systems
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What is the goal?

What are we trying to achieve?



Help people attain housing, employment 
and educational opportunities...

by minimizing what shows up on a 
routine background check



Where do background check companies go?

● There are a lot of actors, a lot of paper and a lot of data in 
the petition-based expungement process

● Way fewer of them actually share or sell data to 
background check companies

● Where do we really need to ensure records are updated 
for the purposes of Clean Slate relief?



What kind of background checks?

❏ Private detective 
walking into a local 
police department    
to pull physical files

❏ Data brokers 
purchasing bulk 
digital records for 
resale purposes
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What kind of background checks?

❏ Private detective 
walking into a local 
police department    
to pull physical files

★ Data brokers 
purchasing bulk 
digital records for 
resale purposes



Where do background check companies go?

Case Management System
Courts

Criminal History Repository 
State Police



That s̓ where we focus on updating records

Case Management System
Courts

Criminal History Repository 
State Police



Consider the goal we’re trying to achieve.

Simplify the process.

Minimize the number of systems 
that need to be updated.



Automatic record clearance
isnʼt worth it because of         
online mugshots...

MYTH #5 
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Who s̓ addressing online mugshots?

❏ Journalists moving 
away from the practice 
of publishing 
mugshots

❏ Laws regulating 
mugshot removal from 
commercial sites



States with laws regulating online mugshots



Associated Press

“[Stories of arrests for 
minor crimes] can have 
a long, damaging 
afterlife on the internet 
that can make it hard 
for individuals to move 
on with their lives.”

Orlando Sentinel

“Without context, the 
[mugshot] galleries have 
little journalistic value 
and may have 
reinforced negative 
stereotypes.”

Mississippi Sun Herald

“Plenty of people have 
contacted us over the 
years to say they were 
cleared of the crime but 
that mugshot has 
prevented them from 
getting jobs. It turns up in 
background searches.” 



States with publications that no longer publish 
mugshots and/or shield names of arrests





Summary



Implementing Clean Slate does not mean...

1. making the computer do the petition-based process

2. “automating” paper

3. updating every system in the state

4. catching every single charge

5. fixing internet reputations



● The scale of this project is largely up to you

● Get involved early in the process

● Work together with policymakers

● Share data for feasibility and impact analysis purposes

● Ensure policy doesn’t get ahead of the technology

Our recommendations 



To learn more

Web
codeforamerica.org/programs/clear-my-record
cleanslateinitiative.org

Email
Alia Toran-Burrell
Associate Program Director, Criminal Justice, Code for America
alia@codeforamerica.org

https://codeforamerica.org/programs/clear-my-record
https://cleanslateinitiative.org


Questions?


